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furtherdevelopement to afford ample scope for the exercise

of chemical and mineralogical research. They have al

ready afforded innumerable fine examples of that impor
tant step in science by which anomalies disappear, and

occasional incongruities become reconciled under more

general expressions of physical laws, ind thus unite in

affording support to those very views which they prom
ised, when first observed, to overset. Nothing, indeed,

can be more striking than to see the very ingredient,
which every previous chemist and mineralogist would

agree to disregard and reject as a mere casual impurity,
brought forward and appealed to in support of a theory

expressly directed to the object of rescuing science from
the imputation of disregarding, under any circumstances,
the plain results of direct experiment.

Chemistry.

(332.) The laws which concern the intimate constitu

tion of bodies, not as respects their structure or the

manner in which their parts are put together, but as

regards their materials or the ingredients of which those

parts are composed, form the objects of chemistry. A

solid body may be regarded as a fabric, more or less

regularly and artificially constructed, in which the mate

rials and the workmanship may be separately considered,

and in which, though the latter be ruined and con

founded by violence, the former remain unchanged in

their nature, though differently arranged. In liquid or

aerial bodies, too, though there prevails a less degree of

difference in point of structure, and a greater facility
of dispersion and dissipation, than in solids, vet an equal

diversity of materials subsists, giving to them properties

differing extremely from each other.

(333.) The inherent activity of matter is proved not

only by the production of motion b the mutual attrac

tions and repulsions of distant or contiguous masses, but

by the changes and apparent transformations which dif

ferent substances undergo in their sensible qualities by
mere mixture. [f water be added to water, or salt to
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